University of Delhi
Finance-X

NOTICE

Dated: 13.09.2018

All the research scholars of Legacy cases of UGC JRF/SRF fellowship who have not provided their data (information required as enclosed) are requested to submit the same in Finance Branch-X upto 25.09.18 to made entry on UGC web portal. No further extension beyond 25.09.2018 will be permissible.

Joint Registrar (Finance)
University Grants Commission
(Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India)
Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg
New Delhi-110002.

No F. 8-2/2016/SA-III/DBT Aadhar

September, 2018

Public Notice

Subject: Submission of legacy cases data on UGC web portal

UGC has enabled the option to feed in the data of legacy cases on UGC web portal up to 30.09.2018. All the Universities/Colleges/Institutions are hereby informed to ensure that all the pending legacy cases entries are made on UGC web portal within given timeline. No further extension beyond 30.09.2018 will be permissible.

Note: Legacy cases refer to the beneficiaries for whom the fellowship/prize scholarship was being paid to the host universities/Colleges/Institutions.

Secretary, UGC
Before moving ahead, kindly note the following:
- This portal is only for covering manual/legacy cases into DBT mode. Users are requested to ensure that entries of non-legacy cases are not made in this portal.
- CSIR(Beyond DEC 2013 should not be entered) and in NET JRF(Beyond DEC 2012 should not be entered)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme: NET JRF - 0</th>
<th>2012-13</th>
<th>Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

University/UGC Ref ID: 
Student Name: 
Account No: 
IFSC: 
DOB: Ex.14-MAR-1991
Gender: MALE
Stream: HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES NET JRF

Present Address: 
Domicile State: SELECT
PIN: 
Father Name: 
Mother Name: 
Divyang(PH): No Yes
Category: GEN
ID Proof: SELECT
Mobile: 
Email: 
End of Fellowship Date: Ex.14-MAR-2017
Aadhar:
JRF: JRF (For SRF, use option JRF to SRF upgrade given in Transaction Data Entry)
Name of Counter: M.Phil
HRA: MAX (30%)
Maker ID: FINANCEBRANCH0@GMAIL.COM
University Code: 10054

Additional Details:
Date of Retirement: Not Required (DD-MON-YYYY)
Date of Joining: Not Required (DD-MON-YYYY)